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Hypothesis: 

My goal/purpose is to assess how financial worries, caused from the current state of the 

economy, have impacted stress of UNC-Charlotte students. My hypothesis is that 60% of UNC-

Charlotte student’s stress has been affected by financial worries that originated from our 

economy status. 

 

Population: 

My population of interest is all college students. Whether they are male or female students, 

traditional or nontraditional student, or even graduate students. 

 

Sample: 

My sample includes any student attending UNC-Charlotte. My sample size is 20 students. 

 

Sampling Technique/Study Design: 

I found my sample through a simple random sample (SRS). I asked 20 students at UNC-

Charlotte a survey question. I collected my surveys by asking random people on campus to fill 

out the survey. I did not stay and ask too many people at the same time. I asked all of my people 

at different times, and at different locations around campus. The data I chose to collect was the 

best data to achieve my goal because it was done through a random sampling technique, in an 

unbiased manner. I collected my data by performing a hypothesis test and a confidence interval 

test. My sample was a 1-sample proportions z-test. 

 

 



Analyze Data: 

Bar graph on survey percents- It represents the percentage that answered yes and no to the survey 

question that I presented. The population survey is the one I found online and used for my tests. I 

performed the sample survey using my own data. This graph represents my data in a percentage. 

 

Hypothesis test (1 sample proportions z-test) this hypothesis test was done using a survey that 

represented the population of all college students, and by data represented the sample statistics. I 

wanted to test whether the population proportions is different than the sample proportions. 

Calculations- 

Ho: p=.32, Ha: p not= .32 (claim) Formula- Z= p^ – p/ sqrt(p^*q^)/n  

p^=.75, q^=.25, n=20, p=.32 alpha=. 05 

Z=.75-.32/sqrt(.75*.25)/20=4.44. Put in calculator, normalcdf(4.44, 10000)= .0000045*2 

(because two tail) so = .00000896. 00000896<.05. Reject Ho. 

There is enough evidence at 5% level of significance that the percentage of college students who 

are impacted by stress caused by financial worries from the economy is different than 32%. 
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From this I found out that the population survey is possibly wrong in accurately representing 

college student’s stress. 

Confidence interval test (1 sample proportions)- I used the same sample survey proportions for 

the data, and for the Zc I used 1.645 from the table, for 90% confidence. Checks, for both this 

and the hypothesis test passed- (20*.75) greater than or equal to 5, and (20*.25) also greater than 

or equal to 5. Formula- p^ (+-)Zc sqrt(p^*q^)/n p^=.75, Zc=1.645, q^=.25, n=20 

Calculations- .75(+-)1.645sqrt(.75*.25)/20= (.5907, .9093). 

We are 90% confident that the true proportion of students who answered yes to the survey 

question is between 57.07% and 90.93%. 

According to this result, the true proportion has a wide range, from almost half to almost 

nine/tenths.  

 

Conclusion: 

My original hypothesis was that 60% of UNC-Charlotte students are impacted by stress related 

to financial worries coming from the economy. My survey showed that 75% thought this is true. 

Also, I gathered another poll that showed results from many universities. I used this poll to 

represent the population sample, it showed 32% of students answering yes. From a confidence 

interval test, the true proportion of students answering yes came out to be between 57.07% and 

90.93% which included my hypothesis and my survey data. My hypothesis test proved that the 

population survey I found is different than 32% it found. I conclude that my hypothesis is correct 

according to the confidence interval test, even though that wasn’t what my survey showed, both 

my survey and hypothesis came in the range of the true proportion. The 32% isn’t accurately 

respresentative of college students according to my test. 



 

Improvements: 

Biases in this project could have came from the random sampling, I could have done it more 

accurately to more represent true random sampling, and truly represent the students of UNC-

Charlotte. I should have surveyed many more students, so my results would be more realistic. 

Also, I could have found a better survey to represent the population sample in the hypothesis test 

since it was disproved. I should have performed more tests to confirm my results, and have used 

more graphs. 

 

Attachments: 

Survey- 

Question: Do financial worries, caused from the current state of the economy, have a lot of 

impact on the stress you’re under? 

___Yes___No
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Data table- 

Student Yes No Student Yes No

1 X 11 X

2 X 12 X

3 X 13 X

4 X 14 X

5 X 15 X

6 X 16 X

7 X 17 X

8 X 18 X

9 X 19 X

10 X 20 X  

Population survey found online at- http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/30820384/ns/business-

stocks_and_economy 

 

 


